
        PO Box 112354 
        Anchorage, AK 99511 
        Sept. 16, 2005 
 
Tom Davis 
Planning Department, MOA 
P O Box 196650 
Anchorage, AK 99519 
 
   RE: Comments on Land Use Plan Maps 
 
The council appreciates the loan of the LU maps for use by councils in SE Anchorage. A 
committee composed of members from our council, and another council, discussed the LU Plan. 
Our council approved the following comments at a subsequent meeting. 
 
The map legend shows a residential zone of 1-8 DUA for parts of Rabbit Creek and adjacent 
areas. One to eight DUA covers a wide margin of densities. The maps reflect these locales are 
scattered over varied terrain—including some on steep, wet slopes that have not been fully 
developed yet. The current zoning for some of these areas is R7 and R6. The council is 
concerned that unless the R7 blocks are delineated with a separate legend color, that higher 
densities may inappropriately be attributed to them during the rezone.   
• Add a new color and category to the map legend (for those areas that currently depict one to 

eight DUA) to reflect areas where densities are currently no more than two DUA. 
• Show R6, R9, R10 districts in a different color from R7. 
 
The council agrees with the proposal to lower densities for parts of Potter Valley that are now 
zoned R1A. This zoning should not have been applied to this region with its soil and slope 
challenges and grossly inadequate road system.  We recommend Limited Intensity (0-1 DUA) 
zoning. The R3 zone is also inappropriate for Potter Valley given the huge road impacts. These 
districts in Potter Valley mean public utilities would be needed; that decision should be 
determined through the Hillside District Plan. 
• Agree—lower density in Potter Valley to 0-1 DUA. 
 
The council questioned the increase in density south of Potter Creek (waterbody). The map titled 
“increase/decrease density” shows a brown zone south of the creek. While that same color north 
of the creek reflects reality for what is already developed, it is questioned whether south of the 
creek  should be categorized the same. It would be more appropriate for this area to be zoned 0-1 
DUA because of the terrain and soils. Additionally, any recommendation to change the HWMP 
should be made through the public process of the Hillside District Plan. 
• Lower density of ‘brown’ zone south of Potter Cr. 
• Use the Hillside District Plan public process to determine any changes to the HWMP. 
 
The council does not agree with the inclusion of NMU-1 in R7 districts in our area. Testimony 
during the  2020 Plan adoption clearly showed a desire to keep the area free of commercial use. 
• Remove NMU-1 in R7 districts east of the New Seward Hwy. 
 



The last comment concerns the designation of  a town center for the Huffman area between the 
old and new Seward Hwys. This commercial center is essentially our NMU-1 facility. While 
Huffman already has features of a town center—post office, bus service, and restaurants—the 
concern is that it would not be inappropriate to develop it as a full scale town center given our 
proximity to centers at Abbott/Lake Otis and Dimond. High density residential that accompanies 
town centers would also be inappropriate because of the lack of open space that rightfully should 
accompany it and the impacts beyond the highways to established lower density neighborhoods.  
• Reclassify Huffman commercial activity center as a neighborhood center. The upper limits 

for a neighborhood center are more appropriate than an activity center for this area of town. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Dianne Holmes for 
Ky Holland, Chair 
Rabbit Cr Community Council 
 


